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Editorial
Stuck at home as never before, wondering if we all are living our own Groundhog Day, the
chance to revel in someone else's adventures seems more transfixing than ever. Even if the
said adventure is a past one like Heather Parr's take on the visit to Raven Hall way back in
2013 on page 8, or a much more recent one like Sheila McKenzie's article on page 5 that was
the first contribution that popped into our inbox in January; funny, sad and poignant it's well
worth a read. If everything goes to plan let's all make the 2021 Raven Hall shindig a night to
remember! We also have Diane Bright’s humorous write-up on page 28 about the Grand
Tours they organised in the past. How about another one, you two?! Thinking about buying
a new Plus Four? You should turn to page 11 for the "Captain's" take on all the pros and cons.
Excellent article Andy. You also get a glimpse of Ken Grindrod's nice and shiny new Plus Four
on the front cover which will arrive sometime this month we hear. There's a worthy book
review recommendation by Mike Green on page 18 that might tempt some of you get out
the credit card, and keep it handy if you're in the market for a side-screen bag for your Morgan
as all the lowdown is on page 17. 2020 may have been a year you're bound to remember and
a year you want to forget, so as we move headlong into 2021 with nothing much on the
horizon as far as club events perhaps you will send us some of your Morgan tales (true ones
not tall ones - see page 20!) to grace the next newsletter. Our e-mail address is below!
Andrew Baldwin must have had some sort of premonition as he has already sent us his Morgan
tale of how he came to own the memorable registration plate of A1 YLL - it's all on page 26
but you would never guess in a million years why Andrew got the number! It's been a tough
old year for everybody but our thoughts are particularly with our members who for health
reasons have had to shield - we hope our little newsletter brings you enjoyment.
A very happy Easter to all our readers.
Francis and Sheila

newsletter.elvins@btinternet.com
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John's Jottings
In these strangest of times when we are unable
to hold many of our events, you the members,
always seem to come up trumps with articles for
our newsletter, again with lots of different things
to read in this edition. Your support is always
appreciated and certainly makes our Editor's job
a little easier when they are looking for copy.
Sadly the next couple of months of restrictions
somewhat limits what we are able to do.
However, all things being equal by mid April we
should all be feeling a bit more confident to get
out and about. Unfortunately we are not able to hold an official Drive It Day or
Spring Gambol which is rather a shame as it would have been Russ and Angie Sayers
25th one that they would have organised and we had planned something extra
for that weekend. Having said that we should be able to fly the flag on Drive it
Day as individuals or even possibly with a couple of other cars.
Looking forward, it is proposed to issue the Events Programme around mid April
when hopefully we'll have a clearer idea of where we are going with regards the
restrictions. The planned start of the programme is the end of June with
MouseMog on Saturday 26th being our first event. Following on from there, we
have a good selection of events and YUMMS to take us through to the end of the
year. Obviously, all this very much depends on Mr Covid but the prospects going
forward are looking promising.
In the meantime, as we are not able to travel very far at the moment, do have a
read of a couple of the articles and enjoy a trip or two down memory lane.
We have had some more members join us in the past few months so a warm
Yorkshire Centre welcome to Andrew and Hazel Abbott, David and Naomi
Waddington, and Nigel and Jean Lucas and hope to meet up with you all during
the coming summer.
As always, our thanks go to our Editors, Sheila and Francis for bringing us yet again
another full and interesting edition.
Like you all I'm sure, Mal and I are looking forward to Spring and a few brighter
days, so take care and all the best and we'll see you soon.
John and Mal

Main Dealer

www.ledgerwoodmorgan.co.uk
shows our full Morgan stock

2018 ROADSTER 3.7
Silver Metallic, dark brown leather
4,396 miles.
£61,950

2021 PLUS SIX AUTOMATIC
Aragon Silver, Mulberry leather
Unregistered
£87,950

2020 PLUS FOUR MANUAL
White Gold, dark brown leather
357 miles
£74,950

NEW ORDERS
New orders are now being
taken on all models for 2021.
Talk to Neil.

INDIVIDUALISE YOUR CAR
A wide range of performance
parts and other upgrades are
available. Ask for details.

COMMISSION SALES
These are available should you
wish to part with your Morgan.
Our confidential service can
prepare and sell your car for
you.

2019 PLUS 4
Sport Ivory, Mulberry leather
4,328 miles
£48,950

2017 ROADSTER 3.7
Porsche GT Silver, scarlet leather
1,191 miles
£58,950

1996 PLUS 8
Jaguar Meteor Red, black leather
42,758 miles
£31,950

2019 PLUS 4
Marine Blue, Biscuit leather
3,013 miles
£48,950

Full details of these and other fine examples of Morgan cars may be found on our website.
ROSS LANE, WINTERTON, NORTH LINCS. DN15 9UD
email: phil@ledgerwoodmorgan.co.uk Tel: 01724 733228
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Morgan Raven Hall Christmas Party, 2020
(The Party That Never Was)
By Sheila Mackenzie
The first memories of Ravenscar (known as 'The town that never was'*) were collected by me
as a child of around 6 years of age. My father was a twin and for many years holidays on the
East coast were always spent with his twin and family who lived in Doncaster. The party
consisted of four adults, two boys and two girls of which I was the youngest in the group. I
recall after one of many long, cold, wet, cliff edge walks in torrential rain, sitting by a coal fire
in the Ravenscar station waiting for a train to arrive and rescue us from our soggy misery. A
nun was also waiting for the train and she took pity upon my ‘drowned rat’ impersonation
and gave me a toffee for solace.
Many more summers were spent
with the family group around the
familiar coastline and lots of walks
and train trips, often making use
of railway ‘run-around’ tickets,
included further visits to
Ravenscar.
My next significant recall of the
area was in the 1980’s when I
organised for a group of female
work colleagues to join me in
tackling the Lyke Wyke Walk,
which terminates, after 42 miles
crossing over the North Yorkshire
Moors, at the Ravenscar Signal
View of the bay from the hotel
Mast. To complete the challenge
the walk has to be completed within 24 hours. Despite the tribulations endured, with the
assistance of an excellent support team and the guidance of a very patient and supportive
male guide, eleven women of all shapes, ages and sizes were awarded their certificates and
coffin badges.
Continuing my masochistic endeavours, a few years later a close friend persuaded me to
participate in a 26 mile walk called ‘The Smuggler’s Trod’. This walk started in the community
hall at Robin Hood’s Bay after tea and bacon sandwiches, and circled the moors, farms and
coastline around The Bay and Ravenscar (oh no, not the mast again!). It was an amazing
community event with villagers, farmers, volunteers all dressed as pirates, monks, smugglers,
serving wenches and the like all providing welcome tots of rum, tea and refreshments at every
* At the turn of the 19th/20th century, there were ambitious plans to turn Ravenscar into a holiday resort
to rival Scarborough; plans that came to nought. See www.thetownthatneverwas.co.uk for more
information.
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check point. This was my first experience of the disguise and intrigue ‘fancy dress’ was to
bring to me in the future.
In the following years I participated in several fundraising walks along the cinder track and
cliff edge from Ravenscar. When John was 40,
we had our first short stay at the Raven Hall
Hotel. I have been fortunate to travel to many
places but the uplifting view from the hotel
across the headland and coast line to The Bay
(hard not to get the mast in the shot) is hard to
beat.
For the past 25 years we have joined our
Morgan Sports Car Club event at Raven Hall for
the Christmas Fancy Dress Party. Our first visit
was encouraged by Graham Hill from Stillington
and the theme was Black and White. A Murder
Mystery Group entertained us too. Being a little
naive (believe it if you wish) we thought Black
and White meant dinner dress and were
surprised by some of the others member’s
attire.
John at the meeting for the

As many of you know John appears to be shy
and reserved without a guitar in front of him
Saturday morning walk
and he was at first reluctant to don any
disguise, but over the years, after starting with a parrot on his left shoulder, he progressed
to not knowing what he was going to be dressed up as until moments before meeting in the
bar. Even then he often needed an
explanation of what or who he was,
Bach, Prince Charming, a campervan, a
gate, a boat or a camel for example.
Several of our visits have included no
hot water, no food, no heating, no
signal for TV or phone, no electricity,
snow, ice and rain. Several people will
have experienced the hair-raising taxi
return journey following the Saturday
trek to a pub in The Bay. In the early
years we would join in the after-dinner
disco but as time passed we often
retreated to our room to watch the
Strictly Final or catch ‘Match of the
Day’. Sunday breakfasts were always

Sheila and John relaxing alone in
the lounge
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spent trying to recognise people without their costumes on.
We were saddened to learn in 2020 that the party could not go ahead for reasons none of us
could have ever predicted. We decided we would go to the Hotel on the original planned
weekend as usual if it were at all possible. Fortunately we were in Tier 2 and the Hotel was
pleased to see anyone check in! The only fancy dress we got to wear this year was our face
masks but at least everyone had the same costume on!
Thank you to all the Morganeers, past and present, who have knowingly and unknowingly
contributed to my Raven Hall Memoirs.
Sheila Mackenzie

The invisible
man waits at
the bar before
dinner

John with ‘the mast’ on the horizon
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Blast from the Past - Raven Hall , 2013
Writing and Photography by Heather Parr

The last weekend before Christmas is traditionally the time when a bunch of 'eejits', from the
Yorkshire Centre - along with a gaggle of like-minded folk from further afield - descends on
Raven Hall Hotel, Ravenscar, North Yorkshire! This year, we joined the festivities on the Friday
and, whilst John had a siesta, I made the most of having a swimming pool all to myself! Later
that evening around 20 of us enjoyed drinks by the log fire, followed by a nice, relaxing meal!
The serious business began at 11am, on the Saturday morning, with a bracing walk to Robin
Hood's Bay. We split into two groups, to sample the choice of routes - the shorter but slightly
more taxing, coastal path, or the longer defunct railway track. It may have been rather blustery
and a bit muddy in places but at least it stayed dry. We arrived
at The Dolphin just before 12.30pm and the railway group
around 1pm.
Despite a big breakfast, we were soon tucking into an excellent
pub lunch, with wonderful musical accompaniment. John
Hemmigham's dad, Peter, had brought along his magnificent
organ! Apparently some people actually missed the out of tune
piano! No accounting for taste! Having enjoyed the food and
a sing-song, some of us walked back via the railway, whilst
others braved the beach and subsequent scramble up the cliff
(mad fools!). The rest got lifts, from those who had driven to
the pub! In the bar, from 6.30pm, 66 of us got to show off all
the hard work we'd put in over the previous weeks.
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The theme was 1973 - that being the year the
Yorkshire Centre was formed.
Amongst the usual, brilliant ideas were:- glam
rockers, the miners' strike, power cuts, Abba, The
Rocky Horror Show (almost the whole cast!),
Watergate, Bay City Rollers, Formula 1 World
Champion, Last of the Summer Wine, classic
albums, important football matches and much
more… Sadly we were missing some of our usual
(rowdy!) cross dressers, but a few didn't let us
down!! After a lovely, efficiently served meal, it was time for the prize giving. As always, Dave
& Diane had come up with some slightly unusual categories (see list). The best team - Abba
- was persuaded to give a performance but it was a case of
"Don't call us, we'll call you"! Not to be outdone, the Rocky
Horror team provided us with a pretty proficient rendition of
The Time Warp!! Those of
us with plenty of energy
adjourned
to
the
banqueting hall, to 'boogie
on down' until midnight.
Diane and myself had
provided the DJ with some
suggestions, so we spent
the night dancing to 1970’s
hits … oh the memories!!!
The weekend was completed by a hearty breakfast, whilst
taking the last opportunity to drink in the spectacular views.
As we all say our "goodbyes", we can't believe how quickly
the weekend comes and goes! Many thanks to Dave and Diane
for, once again, organising a fantastic weekend.
Sadly the Brights have only gone and announced that next
year will be their last …WHAT?!!!!!!! HOW DARE THEY … after
only 20 years!!!!!!
Heather Parr
The prizes were won by:
● Best Male - Chris Bailey (Miners' Strike)
● Best Female - Heather Parr (Tie A Yellow Ribbon Round The Old Oak
Tree)
● Cross Dresser Award - Sue & Alan Swales
● Best Twosome - Norma & Peter Wingrove (Compo & Nora)
● Most Off The Wall - Sheila & John Mackenzie (Watergate)
● Most Glam Rock - Ken Hardy & Margaret Sanderson
● Best Group - ABBA Sue & Tony Franklin, & Graham & Lorraine Marris
● Best Prop - Phillipa's baby - our newest recruit to Raven Hall

GOTT&WYNNE
Insurance Brokers
Insurance Scheme for Morgan Sports Cars
Preferred Supplier to the MSCC

Tel: 01492 870991
www.gottandwynne.co.uk
Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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2020 - A Good Year to Buy a Morgan
Andy Lucas

First Day Drive to Wales
The June Test Drive and Ordering was over, the August Factory Visit and sighting our vehicles
in build was over. The 5th September was upon us as my brother Nigel and I accompanied
by our "Bosses" headed from our respective homes to rendezvous in Northwich at Oakmere
to meet our new charges.
Two hot off the line Plus Fours, mine in Palladium Silver and Nigel's in Bentley Velvet Red.
The Accessories List is a sight to be seen, with prices to make you shiver! I had decided on
'5 Standard Rims', Nigel for '5 Wires'; he went for extra cabin leather with embroidered
headrests whereas I went for upgraded carpets and contrast stitching for the seats. Needless
to say, the "Starting From" is a very low figure compared to the "On the Road" final price. It's
certainly not difficult to increase that "Starting From" price by 6 or 7 thousand pounds and
that's without being silly, as I assured Pauline! But if you have had previous experience of
the Morgan Marque, then you know that you 'Need' certain extras to arrive at the bespoke
vehicle you require.
So, having taken delivery and lost all the VAT at the turn of the wheels, are we still Smitten?
You have no doubt read all the reviews, seen the videos. I have and I must admit to being
'over the moon' with the car. To me it's what every driver and especially passenger wishes
their Morgan to be, Smooth Ride, sits confidently on the road and has more than sufficient
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power to satisfy the majority. (Can be driven as a pussy cat with a passenger!) As Pauline said
30 seconds into the Test Drive - "It's a Car!" It is and one you want to drive all the time!
BUT and here it is!
We both had small Snag Lists at the 1000 mile mark, virtually all the items on those lists were
Factory originated but there were:Wing Mirrors
Upon dispatch from Malvern the mirrors are retracted for delivery but the grub screw is
overtightened and this scores the stem - see photos. New Mirrors Fitted.

Damaged stem on Andy’s
Front Hood Rail Seal
We left Oakmere with hoods
down and euphoric, failing to
notice that the hood seal on my
car was adrift and folded over
from the first hood up operation
pre delivery.
Solved by regluing.

Damaged stem on Nigel’s
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Sharp swarf…
…on underside of handbrake grip around the securing grub screw, both cars.
Filed smooth.
Paintwork
On Nigel's car there were 6 small patches of 'dulled' paint scattered around the body that
had obviously been missed on Final Inspection in Malvern.
These spots were corrected by Oakmere.
Water blowing in
Driving in the rain, water droplets blow up into the cab between the door and sidescreens.
It's a Morgan for sure!
Owners fix with self-adhesive foam tape.
The above minor faults were common to both vehicles, apart from the paintwork blemishes,
so I would surmise others could be the same.
Upon delivery you are handed a nice zipped leather bag containing an aerosol can for puncture
repair, a copper hammer and a centre nut flogging spanner, but no jack.
We both received exactly the same bags and contents - Nigel has 5 Wires, I have 5 Alloys. So
I asked what I was supposed to do with the contents of my bag, with an immediate request
that the reply be practical and polite!
I was given a wheel brace supplied by Oakmere in exchange for the mallet and spanner and
kept the Aerosol.
We have since bought our own scissor jacks.
This brings us to the car in practice:My previous two Morgans have had Performance seats, no choice this time even with such
a substantial Specification List! It wasn't long before Pauline commented that these seats are
not as comfortable; I unfortunately had to agree, they are ok but!
There is a definite lack of storage for 'bits' - previously we had
door pockets - not here as the doors are much thicker, pockets
are not an option. Shorter footwells provide no space to fit a
Foot Locker. The rear shelf is deeper but narrower with a
vertical rear panel as opposed to the sloping one of before, no
lifting base to hide tools, First Aid kit etc.
There are 4 speakers, 2 in the doors and 2 in the vertical rear
panel with a void space between the speakers, maybe the Mk
2 model could have a cubbyhole with sliding door fitted into
this available space. We do have a cubbyhole with cargo net in
the dash but even this is smaller than the Plus 4. So to provide
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the much needed safe stowage we have had bags made for the rear shelf and small roll bags
that sit on the floor directly in front of the seats and fasten to the seat adjuster rail.
The Heater supplies two adjustable nozzles fitted into the centre console with a dashboard
switch to select the two footwell nozzles. Good, but the fan is not as powerful as before. The
great part is the demist capability with the A/C facility. We are all very aware of the cab
'steaming up' on the damp days that we get! Even the heated windscreen takes its time, but
with the A/C on with heat and demisting of the cab is efficient and much quicker. Still waiting
for that really too hot day to put the roof up and test the A/C for real!
Under the Bonnet:Very little space remaining available to 'pop' items away, all the usual hiding spots are no
longer there. Previously I had the Triangle snugly fitted behind the centre bonnet stop. Guess
what - no bonnet stop! The only bonus point we could find
was a pre-cut hole in the chassis below the battery that
with a touch of Morgan Owner’s Practicality was made into
a Battery Charger Point. A magnetic plug/ socket, in-line
fuse holder from eBay and our first addition! (idea courtesy
of Bentley Motors).

Magnetic
charger socket (l)
and plug (r)

The Lockdown has provided plenty of opportunity to disappear into the garage and quietly
tinker and ponder where to put things!
Luggage Rack:Is, of course, a slightly different design. When Morgan said at the launch of the Plus Four the
only 'carried over' parts were the bonnet clips they weren't kidding! The spare wheel sits in
a shallower recess, therefore the cases sit higher or further away from the bodywork. This
also removes the hidden storage below the spare wheel found in the 4 that was useful for
jack, hammer etc. You do get two very cool high level brake lights fitted into the lower rear
roof rail, but just as previously with cases on the rack, the high lights are obscured. This is
easily overcome on the former models by splicing into the brake light wiring, fitting a
waterproof plug and mobile brake light to fit on the cases. Most owners have devised their
own take on this to alleviate the problem. Guess what - on the Four the high lights are
obscured in just the same way but the solution is not as simple as the Plus Four runs a Canbus
electrical system which does not take kindly to adding or subtracting any load to the monitored
original system. We think we may have a solution by breaking into the high light wiring, fitting
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a plug and having a mobile case light of the same characteristics as the hood high lights, then
swap over plugs as required. To date this is work in progress, but with extra helpings of
Lockdown it will be a time-filler.
Radio
Not on the Accessories List but there is Bluetooth available (grandchildren suggested for
correct operation). I'm afraid I quite enjoy meandering along country lanes and listening to
my music (if my memory serves me correctly) as it's a pleasant alternative to Tinnitus!
So Bluetooth it was, to link to phone and play music, news or whatever. But wait, Echo Auto,
if you see me in the future and think I am shouting at my passenger - I'm not, It’s ALEXA!
There are some nice additions:- One Touch Motorway Indicators, Automatic Headlights,
Driving Lights, Digital speedometer, Ambient Temperature, Footwell illumination, Lights left
on, Seatbelt Alarm!!! Central Locking? Not forgetting the only FOC accessory - SUN VISORS.
The above are some of our personal views and findings of the Plus Four.
Doesn't look too good does it!
Have we made a very expensive mistake - NO
Are we still completely smitten - YES
Are these confusing statements -- NO
REMEMBER:

"IT'S A MORGAN, SIR"

Between us Nigel and I have been custodians of 7 Morgan Cars. 4 of them Plus 4s; a 3.7 litre
Roadster and now these two Plus Fours. We both agree wholeheartedly that this model takes
over the mantle of BEST ALL ROUNDER even after all the above. We are comparing it to its
predecessor and maybe that is being unfair to both models, as the PLUS FOUR is a New Car
and maybe we should start over with a Clean Sheet. Either way it is one heck of a car.
Andy and Pauline, Nigel and Jean Lucas
PS: Still looking for storage we, Nigel and I, treated ourselves to Umbrella Tubes from Williams.
They arrived at our addresses the same day and it wasn’t long before we were in contact with
each other asking each other, “How does
it fit?” Nigel spoke to Williams and they
assured us they fitted the Plus Four rack.
Long story short, pictures/ measurements
exchanged - the outcome being that the
Librands Plus Four Rack is slightly different
to the Malvern Rack. Tubes returned and
we awaited our belated Christmas Pressies.
The fixing lugs had to be turned 90 degrees
and re positioned. Nigel’s arrived first and
was fitted within minutes, see photo.
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Yorkshire-made Side Screen Bags
You may remember in the last issue we featured an article from Andy Lucas about the bags
he had made locally for the parcel shelf of his new Plus Four. After I had read it I immediately
wondered whether the company, appropriately named Bags4Everything, could make a
side-screen bag for our 1993 Plus 8. After ’phoning them and sending them a dimensioned
sketch of what I was looking for, they quickly responded with a very attractive quote. So as
soon as the November lockdown was over we ventured into Tier 3 territory (we were in Tier 2
at the time) to their premises in Osset, just a few minutes from M1 J40. And surprise, surprise,
who did we happen to meet there but Andy, who just happened to have his own Morgan
side-screen bag with him. So after some discussion of materials with the proprieter, we left
our screens with him. Three days later we were back to collect the screens, all zipped up in
their new bag, and all for just under £50.
So far I am very happy with it but it has not been used out-and-about yet. The quality is
obviously not the same as the official Morgan bag, but then neither is the price.
Of the different materials
on offer, we chose the
black

10mm

polyester

for

padded
the

main

cover. The double zip goes
round four sides - from
floor

to

picture.

Here the screens are in
place with the central
divider folded back. The
divider is to prevent the
screens

from

chafing

together.

Francis
Website: Bags4Everything.co.uk, Tel: 01924 265367

floor

in

this
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Some Things are Just Worth Reading
(Or don't ignore everything you see on the internet)
By Mike "The Keen" Greens (17147)
I know that from time to time we all find things in our computer inbox and think, ‘Oh no, here
we go again’, but sometimes, we really ought to make sure that they aren't something that
could be of great interest.
This happened to me a while ago. In late November I received an e-mail from The Morgan
Motor Company, nothing unusual about that as I'm on their mailing list, and I always read them.
However, I find that the majority of them, whilst of passing interest, aren't really for me. Not
unless I was in the market for a CX4, CX6 or P101. As I'm not, I generally gloss over them, but
quite often find that tucked away somewhere in them
is a little gem or two, and a host of special offers and
good gift suggestions are amongst them.
November 27th 2020 was one such occasion (there
have been others of course, such as one advertising
Morgan x Piston Gin - December 11th - but that's
another story); this one gave a pre-order review of a
Morgan related book, "The Longest Road Out" by
Daniel Craanen. It caught my attention, so I read on.
The book was written as a result of keeping a journal
of a 10,000 mile (actually 9,527 miles) journey around
The UK, Isles and Republic of Ireland in 100 days in a
2018 Morgan 4/4.
Naturally we felt some sort of affinity with this, not
that we've done the road trip, but at least we too
have a 2018 Morgan 4/4 - called ISA, and I'm sure
you'll have heard of her before.
The feature stated that this was a pre-release order
for the book, the release date being 15th December.
It struck me that this could well be a very useful
Christmas present, and the timing was just right.
Although with the effects of the usual busy pre-Christmas postal rush added to the uncertain
effects of the covid-19 pandemic, delivery in time for the big day was by no means certain.
A faint heart never won a lady as they say, so I subsequently went on-line and ordered a copy
for myself (it was under the guise of it being a Christmas present from Susan). Easily ordered
and paid for, an almost instant reply was received with acknowledgement of the order and a
receipt for the payment, and a note saying it would be despatched by Royal Mail after 15th
December.
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All that remained was to sit and wait patiently for its arrival, realistically expecting it not to
arrive until into the new Year. I duly received another e-mail after the 15th to sat it had been
despatched, and should, under normal circumstance, arrive by ‘signed for’ mail in 4 or 5 working
says. Within 48 hours it landed; 'brilliant,' I thought, and a good few days before Christmas.
I actually opened it on Boxing Day morning, and thought, 'I'll just read the introduction', but
that was where I got hooked on its comprehensive and enthralling tale. Talk about compulsive
reading! I read it all, in and amongst all other 'festive things', in 5 days. That's how good it is!
The book, as I said, is written as a result of a comprehensively kept journal of this epic road trip
that started at Malvern in late June 2018 and concluded on September 22nd.
It isn't a pure travel guide per se, and definitely not an 'A to Z' route plan; it is, in its own words,
a 'travelogue'. What it is, is a written story full of detail and fascinating tales of a selection of
the places and people along the route, that covers far flung places from The Channel Isles, to
The Isles of Scilly, England, Wales, Scottish mainland and many Islands including Skye, Harris &
Lewis plus Shetland, Orkney, Fair Isle; Northern Ireland via The Isle of Man, and onto The
Republic of Ireland, and back to…..you've guessed it….Pickersleigh Road, Malvern.
Of particular local interest is Day 27 - page 82, entitled “The Unnamed Town on the Hill”.
Intrigued? Well, we know where it is. To find out more, you'll have to get the book!
In my opinion, it is a must for anyone who is thinking beyond the current round of 'Covid'
restrictions, and are planning a road trip around the UK & Ireland. It highlights places and people
with something different to offer, and has certainly given us added enthusiasm to seriously
think about a trip, following some of the route around Southern Ireland; we'll just have to wait
and see what 2021 and beyond holds for us all.
As an aside, we've just renewed our Morgan insurance, and were pleasantly surprised to read
that the cover offered is not only for the UK, but still includes the EU plus several other European
Countries. The same applies to Breakdown/Recovery purchased via the Insurance Brokers (an
MSCC preferred service provider). Being rather dubious, I rang the Brokers to check that since
Brexit, this still applies. I was pleased to hear that yes, it did, but depending on the proposed
destination, and countries travelled in, a 'Green Card' Insurance document, and an International
Driving Permit (Driving Licence) may be required.
So, planning can safely go ahead, and with all due thanks to The Morgan Motor Company for
the initial information and more so to Daniel Craanen and Sophie van Poele, the joint
adventurers who made all this possible.
Daniel has kindly given me permission to quote from his text;
“We found that most of these moments didn't involve major landmarks. They were simple
pleasures - ordinary happenings - that were special to us because we experienced them ourselves.”
And if that doesn't give you the motivation to plan on getting your Morgan out and heading off
on your own road trip adventure, well maybe you need an injection of something other than
Covid-19 anti-bodies!
The book "The Longest Road Out" is published in partnership with the Morgan Motor Company.
ISBN number 9789083110707.
There is also the web-site www.longestroadout.com

Mike Green
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Morgan Tales
(True Ones Not Tall Ones!)
It occurred to me that Morgan owners like us, have tales worth telling that involve their
Morgans. They can be humorous or serious but if they’re involving a Morgan send them to
us here at the newsletter and we’ll gladly share your reminiscences in print.
Our story relates to a trip coming back to Yorkshire in the Morgan after several months living
in Como, Italy, in 1993. The Ferry from France to England was the only travel plan we had
made and we planned to just dilly-dally through France stopping for the night wherever it
caught our fancy. It was high summer and the weather was gorgeous as we drove into Menton
on the French Riviera. This was our first stop in France and the perfect place for lunch. It has
buckets of old-fashioned charm, a dazzling blue sea and as we parked the Morgan in the
picturesque town square our only thoughts were of a delicious lunch. At this point I should
add that as the passenger and the one who usually remembers everything, I was “in charge”
of the bag. A bag that contained our passports, all the paperwork relating to the Morgan,
including driving license, Ferry tickets, house keys and ALL our money. In fact, anything of
any value was in that bag. As I helped Francis fit the tonneau top on the Morgan the bag was
put carefully to one side by the wheel arch. Yep, you guessed it, and there it stayed. Off we
went for our lunch and of course the inevitable paying of the meal came the realisation that
B**##!!, I had left the bag. I’m also certain I turned a different colour.
Heart pounding (mine
was at least) off we
went back to the
Morgan. And, quelle
horreur, of course no
sign of any bag. Just
when we thought how
on earth we were going
to get out of this
disaster a charming
Gendarme turned up
and asked if we had
lost anything. “Mais
Oui,” we exclaimed and
we were led to a little
police station that
The square, ‘Place Ardoino’ (from Google
could have been a film
Streetview). It was all cobbled then.
set. And there it was.
The
bag.
The
Gendarmes full of Gallic charm, the kindness of the passer-by who handed the bag in; it made
us feel very fortunate indeed and it’s a story that is imprinted on my memory. I’m also
ultra-careful about where I put my bag now!
Sheila
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A Testing Quiz for Non-Yorkshire Speakers
By "The Keen Greens"
Can you easily understand these simple Yorkshire phrases? Maybe a little difficult for 'Off Comedens',
but in any event, we hope it raises a smile or two.
Have a go, it costs nowt, and in true Yorkshire tradition, there's no prizes either!
1) Sumonems gorra gerroff
2) Lerrus gerrus imbux
3) Esez ittintiz, burraberrittiz
4) Midadsgorrajag
5) Izgorrit tidden undaizcoit
6) Tintintin
7) Izznobbut ababbi
8) Shiallusworrawranguner
9) Ah'm nobbut middlin
10) Eezgoin dahntnickizyon
11) Yonsthameeon 'eednipacurrenitow
12) Thazmedda reeitmullock oit
13) E wentartlassneet, buworroamafordayleet
14) T'oldladdarnarrrowdazgorra reetmuckrawke oniznek
15) Widberra gerruszatzon
16) Ifthazdun thusfaa thazzdunorlreet

The Translations (for the uninitiated):
1) Some of them have to get off
2) Let us get our hymn books
3) He says it isn't his, but I bet it is his
4) My dad's got a Jag(uar)
5) He's got it hidden under his coat
6) It isn't in the tin
7) He's nothing but a baby
8) She always was a wrong one, her
9) I'm only just alright (middling - Alright)
10) He's going down the nick is he (deteriorating in health or appearance)
11) He's that mean that he'd nip a current in two
12) You've made a proper mess of it
13) He went out last night, but was home before daylight
14) The old man down our road has a really dirty neck!
15) We had better get our hats on
16) If you've done this far, you're doing alright
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Your Photos

Ken and Helen
Grindrod have been
down to Malvern and
took this sneak
preview photo of
their Easter present
to themselves.
Bet they can’t wait!

Eh-up! This car lives
in the same village in
Derbyshire as
Donmog’s Dave ‘Woody’
Wood, who kindly sent
this photo to us. He
says it should have
“mi duck!” at the end.

Russ and Ange Sayers
have found this photo of
their old 4/4 and their
Freedom Microlite
caravan. Probably taken
at a Normog event. (S’pose
there’s just about enough
room to lie down in it!)
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Kirkstall Valley Farm CSA
You may recall from the ‘Me and my Motor’ article featuring Carol Hodgson in our Winter
2017 edition, that Keith and Carol had a varied collection of machinery in their outhouses
awaiting some tlc. One of these was a blue tractor, called Trevor, which has now found a
new purpose in life working at a CSA (‘Community Supported Agriculture’) project. Keith
Hodgson tells us the story:
Trials and Tribulations of starting a CSA one year on
This all began for me in September 2019 with a chance
encounter with Farm Leader Roger Plumtree; this
opened an opportunity to do a ‘few’ hours with my
tractor, a 1959 Fordson Dexta; little did I know how this
would develop.
I describe the Dexta as work in progress, nevertheless
‘Trevor the Tractor’ went to work. Breaking ground in
November 2019 from very overgrown land (lain fallow
for at least 3 years) to the current condition has been
very intense for the limited number of volunteer members allowed to assist due to Covid19.
The aims for the farm are to be sustainable, grow local produce and zero miles for the

vegetable box scheme to be launched in mid 2021, and appoint a qualified grower early in
2021 to oversee land and crop growing to organic standards. The demonstration plot was
ploughed in November 2019 as an example for a
volunteers walk-and-talk event. This turned into a
very wet day, nevertheless we had 40 or more
attending.
A small demonstration plot was developed in
spring and also proved a success supplying produce
over summer to our sister organisation (KVDT Unit
11) for the community help scheme, providing food
boxes to the vulnerable and families by a dedicated
team of volunteers. As demand reduced during
August it gave us the surplus to trial a paid-for
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weekly veg box, and over a four week period provided subscribers 36 boxes. This gives us
confidence that 40 weekly boxes can be supplied by midsummer 2021.
In March our 1984 Case 1294 and other implements were
purchased from the family of the last farmer, then serviced
and new tyres fitted. The Case has worked quite well with
the occasional problem but considering it had not been in
service for three years it is doing well.
The new Del Morino 185 flail mower arrived in April to keep
the headlands and green
manures trimmed over the
growing season.
August and September saw general works on site and
removal of three commercial Poly tunnels dismantled and
transported to the farm from the Horsforth Campus site.
We hope to erect
two of these over
winter to grow winter salads and in the summer of
2021 tomatoes and other summer tender vegetables
and salad crops.
Growing and rotation is being planned currently, seed
calculations are done. October 2020 various
infrastructure projects are underway including secure
storage, composting toilet and extra water pipes. We
await planning consent for the polytunnels and work
will continue over winter 2020/21 on all manner of other projects to get us into a good position
for summer 2021.
The farm cooperates with a number of local organisations, community groups and local
companies; this diversity will help with sustainability especially in the early years.
KVDT is the parent organisation, however we are working
independently developing the Kirkstall Valley Farm. The
farm lead is also on the KVDT board. Unit 11 community
hub at Kirkstall Bridge retail park has been very active and
a great valuable asset providing food boxes and meals
during the past months during Covid19.
Community Payback, David Brown Club, Ferguson Club,
NVTEC West Yorkshire, Emmark UK, W Madden building
supplies and Webster’s Agricultural to mention just a few
offering help and support to source all manner of thing needed for a start up project such as
this.
Keith Hodgson (December 2020)
More information on Kirkstall Valley Farm can be found on their website:
https://www.kvdt.org.uk/farm
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Unit 2
Contact Steve Stead
Parkfield Terrace
01133 450690
Stanningley
0782 4602746
Leeds LS28 6BS.
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We carry out servicing on all
makes and models, big and small.
Discount on Morgan MOTs on
production of current MSCC
Membership card (£30.00)
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My Other Car
By Andrew Baldwin
People often ask me the significance of my +4 number plate, A1 YLL, it's a long story!
My first Morgan, a 4/4, was ordered in 1976 whilst I was working in Papua New Guinea and
I thought that I could afford the £3,000 purchase price: it was the result of an inspirational
photograph on the office wall of another expatriate, Albie Hope, he had a Morgan - in the UK.
The deposit was paid, £100 in those days, and my name went on the list - "Expect to wait 3
years," I was told! No mention of not holding one's breath!
As it happened, we moved around quite a bit and I had to write regularly to register a new
address, if I did not move house every 6 months I would receive a letter telling me that the
price had gone up and did I want to re-confirm my order. The response was always "Yes" and
so a file of correspondence started to accumulate. NINE YEARS later, a letter arrived in Vanuatu
(I did say we moved around a bit!) asking that we finalise our build specification; we were
sent a list of the standard colours - there were 4 or 5 if I remember correctly, and some tiny
swatches of fabric and leather to decide on the trim. (Postage from UK must have been
expensive, even though there was not enough leather to make a watch strap let alone visualise
what a seat or tonneau cover would look like from any of the bits). We agonised for days and
finally settled on nut brown and tan leather and, asked that production be delayed by 3
months! The reason for this was not to make a point about the protracted waiting time, but
to coincide the delivery with our (temporary) return to UK on leave. Oh, one other thing,
the price had gone up to £10,000. Now we knew we could not afford it! It was a time of high
inflation I recall: interest rates on mortgages were 15%!
We took delivery at the factory on a day of pouring rain and on the drive back to Yorkshire I
had ample opportunity to rue the error of my
ways and wishing I had put my hard-earned
money to better and more enjoyable use. It was
dark, the hood and side screens leaked, the
visibility was hopeless (and that was looking
forwards, through the rear window it was nil).
But there again, I am not telling you anything you
do not know if you drive a Morgan. Things got
better, the sun shone, we got the hood down and
we joined the Yorkshire Centre. We were even
pleased with the colours we had chosen from
12,000 miles away, they work well together.
The car should have gone with us to St. Lucia but they wanted to charge me horrendous level
of Import Duty and the roads there would have shaken the car to bits so it was laid up for
holiday use only, hence its low mileage. We have tried to correct this over the years since we
settled back in Yorkshire with many trips to Europe as well as around UK.
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With the Norway trip coming up in 2007 we thought it was time to upgrade for a newer model
and a +4 was chosen with a delivery time of fewer weeks that the number of years that I had
waited for my first car. However, when the crunch came to do the part exchange deal, I could
not part with the 4/4 after 31 years of involvement: the wait, the agonising over the spec.
(Door handles - ? Yes or No? - 2 seats or 4? - Fiat or Ford engine? Etc etc. so I passed it on to
my daughter, Sarah to enjoy. It now lives in Scotland and we go to see it, and Sarah & Brian,
of course, as often as we can.
At the time the +4 was delivered I was working for Yorkshire Link Limited on the M1-A1 Link
Road - a PFI project - and we were buying 3 snowploughs/gritting lorries to work on the project
roads; M1, M62 and A1 which comprise the link road. We checked with DVLA and as luck
would have it those three numbers, with YLL as the suffix, were all available! "Wouldn't it be
a great bit of advertising to put those numbers on our snowploughs" I thought and put the
idea to the Commercial Manager, regrettably he did not share my view or enthusiasm, "Waste
of money, you cannot buy them with project funds" was the response.
"Blow you" said I, or words to that effect, so I bought A1 YLL for myself and put it on the new
+4, and quite striking it looks too, even if I do say so myself.

So there you have it, my other car
should have been a snowplough!
Just the job for a trip to Norway.
Andrew Baldwin
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The Brights' Grand Tours
Diane Bright
The Captain Cook
Birthplace Museum,
Marton, on the
Captain Cook Trail

A visit to the garage during the past 12 months has proved to be quite a depressing experience.
Seeing D951 RWF (Robert Will Fart) languishing under her cosy red cover almost brought a
tear to the eye.
BUT WAIT!
Casting my eyes around the walls and taking in the 40 or so rally plaques from UK, European
and Scandinavian adventures lightens my mood and brings back so many terrific memories.
One that stands out particularly was a 10 day Spanish Morgan Club trip in 1997 following the
Camino de Santiago, the long distance footpath/pilgrimage, visiting various Paradores along
the way. The organisers even provided free fuel to cover the 200-300 miles each day.
Upon our return from this epic journey we started to wonder if there was a similar route we
could follow in the UK.
And so the plan was hatched to do Wainwright's 'Coast to Coast' route in a Morgan!
As Carl mentioned in the last edition, the 35 cars gathered on the prom. at Scarborough where
a bucket of the North Sea was provided, into which toes were dipped. Then, each driver was
presented with a beach pebble hung on a white ribbon, the idea being to throw it in the Irish
sea at journey’s end. Most decided to hang on to them as keepsakes. Dave was quite relieved,
as he wore out four drills making the 35 holes in the pebbles. At journey's end toes were again
dipped, this time in the Irish Sea. The 197 mile route to St Bees took a whole two days of
driving, had three overnights and went through three National Parks.
The trip went well and a couple of years later people started asking when we would be doing
another one. The obvious choice was 'The Pennine Way', so in 2002 off we went again. This
time 40 Morgans and one Ferrari, (you know who you are) left Edale in Derbyshire and as
closely as possible followed Wainwright's 268 mile route over three days. The road book
implored participants "not to frighten sheep and to be kind to cyclists". Again a keepsake of
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the trip was presented: an oak carving of the Pennine Way acorn logo. All participants made
it safely over the border to enjoy a final lunch at the Border Hotel, Kirk Yetholm.
With these two long distance footpaths under our belts in 2008 we decided our next Grand
Tour would feature the life of a gentleman Dave and I had seemingly been following around
the world for many years: Captain James Cook. Whether it was New Zealand, Australia, Alaska,
Vancouver Island or the Cook Islands, he always seemed to have got there first. So over three
days in September, our 'Captain Cook Trail' saw 17 Morgans exploring his old stomping
grounds, taking in his birthplace of Marton, near Middlesborough, Great Ayton, village of his
childhood, Whitby where he became an apprentice and began his naval career, not forgetting
a visit to the brewery named after him in Stokesley. It was a really interesting event, which I
think gave everyone a greater insight into the great man.
Yes, that visit to the garage and its walls certainly provided a wonderful trip down memory
lane.
Diane Bright
We still have the routes and notes for these events, so if you'd like to follow them when we
escape the current situation, please don't hesitate to contact us.

The Coast to Coast Run
15th - 17th October 1999

A spot of trouble en-route

Dave and Diane dip
their toes into North
Sea water at the start
The Coast-to-Coasters
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Brian Lee wets his feet in the

Or is it the end?

Irish Sea

PENNINE WAY
5 - 7 OCTOBER 2002

At the start at
Edale (l), and
Geoff Brumfield
and the late Dave
Watt at the
finish (r)

the Captain Cook trail
Sunday 21st to Tuesday 23rd
September 2008
The Wainstones
Hotel in Great
Broughton, the
base for the
event (l) and the
Captain Cook
Memorial in
Whitby (r). See
also the photo
on p. 28

4th March - Collection day!
Two happy Grindrods pick
up their new Plus Four.
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